**Market Analysis and Outlook: May 7 – May 14, 2021**

**Global Economy**
China’s trade surplus was reported at $42.8 billion, 12.57% and 13.87% the prior week. This billion in April 2021 compared with a surplus of weak, retail Secondary Market Intervention $45 billion in the same month a year earlier. Sales might lead to an increase in borrowing according to the General Administration of Customs.

 Customs. This is amid an improving global demand and higher commodity prices.

**FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET**
Exports jumped 32.3% and imports surged 43.1%. The country’s trade surplus with the US increased to $21.11 billion in April from $21.37. Nigerian Foreign Exchange Billion in March. In separate development, the naira appreciated against the greenback across all market segments last week. The downward trend was led by stocks in the Stock Market, which closed lower at 39,198.75 points and N20.43.

**Domestic Economy**
The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has levels. Yields on the 7-, 10-, 15-, 20-, and 25- increased from 11.47%, 10.10%, 13.48%, and 14.01% respectively, general public dated May 5, 2021, and signed The Access Bank Government Bond index by the director, trade, and exchange declined by 61.35 points to settle at 5,936.06.

**Stock Market**
The bears took hold of the Nigerian stock which also spotlighted investors away exchange last week as indicators worsened. From the dollar and pushed Treasury yields The downward trend was led by stocks in the sharply lower. Consequently, gold prices waste management, information technology, notched upwards 2.87% or $50.83 to finish at 13.02%, 14.14%, and 13.53% respectively.

**Oil Market**
The CBN official window was unchanged at N379/US$ from preceding week figures. We 9.81 million and the number of employed was increase rates to trade around current levels up by $28,000 to 112.1 million, while this week supported by the apex bank activity rate rose to 61.7% from 61.5% in intervention in the market.

March. Unemployment levels were considered from their recent highs in April Bond Market
2020 but remained well above their levels prior to the coronavirus pandemic. Average bond yields rose last week following improved offers on the mid to long tenored maturities. Firm yields for the 2021 and 2025
debt securities were quoted at 13.00% and 14.20%.
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